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Abstract: In this android era, the word spectrum is connected with trillion faces. The un-
derutilization problem of the spectrum in most of the applications results in the paucity of
this scarce resource. Cognitive radio (CR) is an astute technology implemented for the op-
portunistic usage of idle spectrum resource dynamically. This paper focuses on sensing of
the vacant channels, and it is pre-owned for the transmission of encrypted DICOM infor-
mation. The proposed algorithm involves encryption schemes like RC5, latin square image
cipher, deoxyribo nucleic acid, and discrete Gould transform (DGT) to render confusion,
diffusion, and permutation operations. Further, the uncorrelated cipher image is transmitted
via the identified unused licensed spectrum. The proposed scheme guarantees the autho-
rised transactions among the stack holders like patients, doctors, and hospital management
systems. It also ascertains and enhances the validation of the cipher biomedical interactions
among peers by assuring tamper proofing using DGT. Simulations have been conceded over
universal software radio peripheral to validate the biomedical data transactions after sens-
ing the unused spectrum. Metrics like global–local entropies, correlation coefficients, key
sensitivity, chi-square tests, cropping attacks and differential attack analysis were estimated
to authenticate the robustness of the projected encryption scheme.

Index Terms: Cognitive security, dicom, image encryption, USRP.

1. Introduction
In recent times accessing the web as an excellent medium; one can transfer information from
any source to destinations within a fraction of a second. Telemedicine is one of the applications
of clinical medicine where restorative data are exchanged through telecom systems and in some
cases for remote medicinal techniques or examinations. Remote telemedicine is characterised
as the conveyance of medical services, administrations and sharing of therapeutic information
over the remote station [1]. An essential issue confronting the future in remote frameworks is the
place to discover suitable spectrums to satisfy the interest of future administrations. While the more
significant part of the radio range is apportioned to various administrations and applications. Clients,
perception demonstrate that utilization of the spectrum is quite low. To conquer this issue and to
enhance the range usage, Cognitive radio idea has been developed [2]. Cognitive Radio (CR), a
system initially presented by Mitolais considered as a promising strategy to take care of the range
proficiency issue, in which unlicensed users are allowed to utilize the authorized recurrence groups
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TABLE 1

RC5 Parameters

without creating a destructive obstruction to the authorized Primary Users (PUs) [3]. To conserve
the concealment of the information new proficiency was developed to make high authentication in
communication, one such developed is encryption. Encryption techniques are very optimistic for
digital images and should be used to disappoint opponent attacks from unintended users [4], [5].

Nowadays, the encryption field is further dominated by Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) cryptogra-
phy [6]. DNA computing is a newly emerging field, which is providing a very high level of security
for data storage and cryptographic data transportation [7]. Using DNA computing, information and
images can be transmitted with a high level of protection. Thus it remains immune to differential
and robust attacks [8]–[10].

Chaos is now gaining more attention because of it is of severe sensitivity to initial conditions,
control parameters and its ergodic behaviour [11]. The main advantages of the chaotic encryption
in any encryption is that size based available system design, a considerable number of variants
and complex keys [12]–[18].

In the diagnosis of diseases, medical images play a vital role as to secure digital images widely
over the internet. Today healthcare organizations can dislocate financial barriers by eliminating
traditional-IT fuss associated with sharing, exchanging and storing diagnostic imaging [19]–[21].
Cybercriminals tag information regarding the patient, such as names, birth dates and health insur-
ance contract indulged in the act of stealing about 20 dollars on the black market, according to
researchers at Aberdeen Group. To seamlessly transfer medical images like CT, MRI and other law
within hospitals or around the globe some standards are maintained [22]–[26].

This paper proposes a secure encrypted biomedical data transmission and exchanging among
peers by utilizing the unused frequency spectrum. CR network is used to identify the spectrum free
holes, and encrypted data transmission was carried out. Encryption schemes were entangled with
RC5, and chaos to provide better encrypted biomedical images. The proposed method guarantees
tamper proofing, authentication, randomness and better encrypted cipher output.

2. Background of the Proposed Scheme
The proposed scheme involves operations like RC5, Logistic mapping, DNA, DGT, LSIC and CR
based sensing schemes. The descriptions of the methods are as follows [4]–[6], [8], [10], [12]:

2.1 RC5 Encryption

It is an encryption algorithm and can adapt to different word lengths and variable length secret
cryptographic key. The key is iterative due to inconsistent rounds involved in it. The algorithm
employs rounds, length of the key and the size of the word used. The parameters used in RC5
encryption algorithm is given in Table 1.

Key expansion in RC5 can be generated using key scheduling operation which in-turn depends
on the number of rounds. The operations involved in RC5:

� Two’s complement addition (‘+’)
� Bitwise EXOR (�)
� Left notation (x<<< y) and right notation (x >>> y)
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TABLE 2

DNA Operations

2.2 Chaotic System

It is a nonlinear polynomial of second degrees and can be expressed using the following equation:

βm+1 = μβm (1 − βm) (1)

where μ is the control parameter which ranges from 0 to 4 is, βm is the initial seed; βm ∈ (0, 1) and
m denotes the number of rounds involved in key generation. The key for RC5 encryption algorithm
is generated using the logistic map [6]–[12].

2.3 DNA Coding

In DNA, the elements are arranged in a unique structure. It consists of four bases(A (adenine), C
(cytosine), G (guanine), T (thymine), and the bonding structure is formed by these bases as two
complement pairs. DNA addition and subtraction rules can be formed from the combination of these
bases as in Table 2 [4], [6], [8]–[10].

2.4 DGT

Discrete Gould Transform (DGT) was generally employed in hiding secret data bits providing high
withstanding capacity. In the proposed methodology, it helps in identifying the unauthorized access
or any manipulation done by the third party users [5]. This feature helps in authentication of the
proposed algorithm. The value of a and b decides the values of the Gould coefficients in the Gould
transform X and is given by

a
bX = (1

bX
)a

(2)

2.5 LSIC

Latin Square Image Cipher (LSIC) is a Square matrix which has an n × n matrix, in which each
element in the matrix is distinct. No element in a row/column will be repeated in the entire matrix.
It contains three Latin square based encryption processes, namely Latin Square Whitening, Latin
Square Substitution and Latin Square Permutation [13].

2.6 Cognitive Radio Technology

Cognitive Radio is a smart, intelligent network which is mainly used to sense the unused spectrum. In
this scheme, initially a threshold value is fixed, then the availability of the primary user is monitored
continuously if the channel is unused, then the encrypted biomedical data bits are modulated
utilising the vacant spectrum via USRP module.

2.7 Algorithms of the Proposed Model

The proposed model involves the sensing of the spectrum using CR network, then encrypted
biomedical images will be transmitted using the sensed frequency spectrum.
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Fig. 1. Proposed block diagram.

2.8 Block Diagram

Here initially spectrum sensing was carried out to diagnose the presence of primary user availability.
If the spectrum is found to be free, then encrypted biomedical data transmission will be carried out
in an authenticated manner as in Fig. 1.

2.9 Spectrum Sensing Using CR Network
� Cognitive Radio is a trustworthy communication for efficient utilisation of radio spectrums.
� Initially, the threshold value is fixed for efficient transmission.
� Then the filter on receiving the signal a(t), it is transformed into binary and threshold value is

estimated.
� To identify the primary user presence, FFT is applied on the bins, integrated and compared

with the threshold value.

a(t) =
{

N(t) L
S(t) + N(t) M

where L and M indicates the primary user presence and absence. S(t) represents the signal
waveform, and N(t) represents the Gaussian Noise. False alarm detection probability is given

by
{

Pd(TD) = Pr[Y > TD|L]
Pf(TD) = Pr[Y > TD|M]

TD represents threshold. Pf represnts the probability of false alarm and the value should be mini-
mum, and Pd denotes the probability of detection and it should be maximum to evade transmission
underutilization.

� The Spectrum hole is sensed, in the absence of a primary user and it is utilized to exchange
encrypted biomedical information among peers.

� On examining the signal spectrum with the help of receiving antenna, the restriction of band-
width in the range of 88 MHz to 100 MHz with again of 15 dB(NI USRP) is selected as shown
in Figs. 2(a) and (b).

2.10 Biomedical Encryption Algorithm
� Read the DICOM image.
� The input image is initially encrypted using RC5 encryption algorithm.
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Spectrum estimation and its output screen using LabVIEW.

� The key for each round of RC5 is obtained using chaotic logistic sequence

βm+1 = μβm (1 − βm)

� Iterating β obtains K1and the key is iterated as

K′
i = (

K1 × 218mod255
)

(3)

� After generating the chaotic sequence, the key expansion for RC5 encryption is performed as
below:

� The array L is initialized into S(t) where t = 2r + 2. r indicates the round of operation. The
registers are initialized as

� R1 = R1 + s[0]; R2 = R2 + s[1], count = 1; (as in section 2.1)
� Perform XOR Rotation between the registers,

R1 = (R1 ⊕ R2 � R2) + s [2 × i]

R2 = (R2 ⊕ R1 � R1) + s [2 × i + 1] (4)

� Increment the counter and if the counter and number of rounds are equal terminate the loop,
else continue the iteration. Then the encrypted image is divided into four quadrants.

� DNA operations are performed as in Table 2.
� Combine the quadrants to get the DNA encrypted image.
� Then to the resultant image, DGT is applied for better authentication.
� Gould transform matrices are formed using a b values. a

bX = (1
bX)a

� Latin Square Image Cipher technique again shuffles the resultant image.
� To perform LSIC two keys are required. The resultant image is first XORed by key1 and then

by key2 to attain the final encrypted image.

2.11 Encrypted Biomedical Image Transmission Using USRP
� The USRP is set up to work in the spectrum bandwidth of 88 MHz to 100 MHz with a gain of

20 dB.
� Using the energy detector algorithm, initially the free spectrum is identified.
� Then the modulated encrypted biomedical signals are transmitted on the USRP channel, and

USRP receiver also obtains the reception of the signal by setting the receiver to the same
channel frequency.

� Figs. 3(a) and (b) represents the binary information. After modulation, the information will be
transmitted via transmitting antenna of USRP.

The transmission and reception can be carried out by doctors, patients and the hospital
management systems to make the biomedical image transactions in an authenticated and
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Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Block diagram of information bits transmission and its output.

Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Block representation of information reception and its output.

Fig. 5. Original test images. (a) Test_image1. (b) Test_image2. (c) Test_image3. (d) Test_image4.
(e) Test_image5.

tamper-proof manner. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) depict the LabVIEW block and its front panels of the
received information bits.

3. Results and Discussion
In the proposed scheme, DICOM test images of various sizes are considered as shown in
Figs. 5(a–e). The proposed algorithm has been implemented using the keyset K = {βm + 1 =
0.29453657866777, μ = 3.88889999888899}.
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Fig. 6. (a) Test_image. (b) RC5 output. (c) DNA Coded output. (d) DGT output. (e) LSIC with key 1.
(f) LSIC with key 2. (g) Decrypted output.

Fig. 7. (a) Test_image1. (b) Histogram of (a). (c) Encrypted Histogram of (a).

Figure 6(a–g) shows the input image followed by various stages of encryption and finally the
decrypted output.

3.1 Statistical Analysis

To confirm the robustness of the proposed encryption algorithm against various statistical and
differential attacks, histogram analysis, chi-square tests, deviation from ideality, histogram deviation,
irregular deviation and CC of the encrypted images were estimated and analyzed.

3.1.1 Pixel Distribution Analysis: Fig. 7(a–c) represents the test_image, histogram and the en-
crypted images respectively. From the figures, the pixels in the histogram of the encrypted image are
equally spread over the entire region which is entirely different from the original image histogram.
This proves the unpredictability and the randomness of the proposed encryption algorithm.

3.1.2 CHI-Square Tests: The pixel distribution uniformity is validated using chi-square(χ2) test,
to enhance the security performance. Table 1 summarises the result of the χ2 test for various cipher
image. It is the statistical test to analyze any fluctuations of the encrypted image from the expected
result. The chi-square parameter χ2 is defined as

χ2 =
256∑

1

(Pi − C i )
2

C i
(5)

where i represent the number of grey values in the image, Pi and Ci are observed and expected
occurrence of each grey values.

The chi-square values for the various tests images are computed and given in Table 3. The
theoretical chi-square value is equal to 293.24 of the degree of freedom 255. The measured chi-
square values from the histogram are lesser than the theoretical value, which indicates that the
encrypted image pixels are distributed uniformly. From Table 3, all the tests images are lesser than
the theoretical Chi-square tests value which proves the uniformity of the encrypted pixels of all the
tests images.
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TABLE 3

Chi Square Analysis

TABLE 4

Cipher Assessment Metrics

3.1.3 Histogram Deviation: It is defined as the quantity that deviates between the encrypted and
the original image pixels, and it is given by

DH =
(

d0+d255
2 + ∑255

j=1 dj

)

M × N

where di denotes the absolute amplitudes difference at j, d0d255 represents the initial and final
amplitudes of the image pixels and the size of the cipher output is given by M × N.

3.1.4 Irregular Deviation: It is used to access the pixel deviated in the encrypted image from the
original image, and it is given by

D 1 =
∑255

i=0 H D (i )
M × N

(6)

where absolute histogram deviation is given by HD(i) = | H(i) – MH |, H(i) represnts the histogram
for i = 0 to 255 and MH is the mean of the histogram.

3.1.5 Deviation from Ideality: It is a measure of reducing the difference of cipher image from the
input image, and it is given by

D =
∑255

C I =0

∣
∣H C I − H C

∣
∣

M × N
(7)

where H(C) and H C I are the encrypted and the original image histograms considering the image size
M X N . The above evaluation metrics are reported in Table 4. From the table, smaller the values of
irregular deviation and the deviation from ideality and a more significant value in histogram deviation
indicate that the proposed algorithm has provided the complete encryption.

3.1.6 Correlation Coefficient: Correlation between adjacent pixels in the original image is very
high since the correlation with the neighbourhood pixels of plain text is high in any direction.
However, the correlation in the cipher image is very low to withstand the robustness of the algorithm
and is given by the equation

Correlation (m, n) = E [(m − E (n)) (b − E (b))]
αmαn

(8)
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Fig. 8. (a–c) Correlation in horizontal, vertical, and in diagonal directions of Test image 1. (d–f) Corre-
lation in horizontal, vertical, and in diagonal directions of encrypted test image1.

TABLE 5

Correlation Analysis of Various Sample Images

where E(m) and E(n) are the accepted value of m and n; αmαn represnts are the standard deviations
of m and n.

Figure 8(a–c) represents the original image pixel distribution in horizontal, vertical and diagonal
directions respectively. Fig. 8(d–f) represents the encrypted image pixel distribution in all three
directions. The correlation coefficient for all test images is tabulated in Table 5.

The pixel distribution in the encrypted images is entirely different from the original image pixel
distribution which proves there exists no relationship between the image pixels in the original and
the encrypted images. Unifrom pixel distribution in the cipher image leaks no clue to the intruders
about the encryption scheme.

3.2 Information Entropy

The randomness of the information is evaluated with the help of Global Shannon entropy. It is given
by,

K (L ) = −
p∑

j=1

p (n i ) log2 p (n i ) (9)

where p(ni) represents the symbol appearance probability.
Global entropy will not provide the randomness of the cipher image blocks at many times. To

overcome the weakness of global entropy, modified Shannon entropy is computed by the randomly
selecting the non-overlapping blocks in the encrypted image [25]. The Local entropy analysis is
given in Table 6 for non overlapping blocks. From the table, the entropy value of all the encrypted
images are almost adhere to the theoretical value.

3.3 Differential Analysis

Number of Pixel Change Rate (NPCR) and Unified Average Change in Intensity (UACI) are the
measures to validate against differential attacks [26]. The observations are done by computing the
relationship between the two encrypted images of size M × N. The minimum number of pixels
altered is done by NPCR, and UACI does the average difference between those images. Let the
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TABLE 6

Entropy Analysis

TABLE 7

NPCR Randomness Test

TABLE 8

UACI Critical Value Tests

two encrypted images be C1, C2.The NPCR and UACI values are estimated using the equations
given

N PCR =
(∑M

l=1

∑N
m=1 A (l, m)

M × N

)

× 100% (10)

U A CI = 1
M × N

∑

k,l

(
C1(k, l) − C2(k, l)

255

)
× 100% (11)

where A(l, m) is a bipolar array with the same size as images C1 and C2. A(l, m) is defined as,

A (l, m) =
(

0 if C1(l, m) = C2(l, m)
1 if C1(l, m) �= C2(l, m)

)

Critical values of tests are consequently derived and calculated both symbolically and numerically.
The critical values for NPCR and UACI are tabulated as below in Table 7 and Table 8.

From the Table 7 and 8, NPCR and UACI values passed the critical value tests, which validate
the strengths and the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

3.4 Keyspace Analysis

Keys play an essential constraint in any cryptosystem. For a successful scrambled algorithm, even a
bit change in the keys ought to bring about totally undesired yield. Fig. 7(a) represents the encrypted
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Fig. 9. (a) Encrypted cipher image with correct key K. (b) Decrypted image with wrong key1: Kw1.
(c) Decrypted image with wrong key2: Kw2. (d) Decrypted image with wrong key3: Kw3. (e) Decrypted
image with correct key K.

Fig. 10. Cropping attack analysis. (a) Cropping of 35 × 35 and 10 × 80. (b) Cropping of 190 × 10.
(c) Cropping of 50 × 45. (d–f) Decrypted image of (a–c), respectively.

image using the key

K = {βm+1 = 0.29453657866777, μ = 3.88889999888899.

The three different key sets used for analysis is given by

Keyset 1 = (βm + 1 = 0.29453557866777, μ = 3.88889999888899)

Keyset 2 = (βm + 1 = 0.29453657866777, μ = 3.78889999888899)

Keyset 3 = (βm + 1 = 0.29453657266777, μ = 3.88889999888899)

Figure 9(b–d) represents the decrypted images of 9(a) using key sets K1, K2 and K3 respectively.
Fig. 9(e) represents the decrypted image using original keys. From the figures, it is evident that
the proposed encryption key is more susceptible and withstands the sensitivity of the proposed
scheme.

3.5 Cropping Attack

When the images are transmitted through the channels, some portion of the cipher image may get
affected. To validate this, intentional cropping is done in the encrypted images and decryption is
done to prove the robustness of the encryption algorithm. Fig. 10(a)–(c) represents the intentional
cropping on the cipher images and 10(d–f) represents the decrypted original images of (a–c)
respectively. From the Figures, it is clear that the proposed scheme can withstand cropping attack
and recovers some significant images.

3.5.1 Noise Attack Analysis: Noises like Gaussian, Speckle, Salt and Pepper, Poisson were
tested on the encrypted image to check the sustainability and the security against the noise attacks.
Fig. 11(a–d) depicts the encrypted image by adding the Gaussian noise with density as 0.02, poison
noise, salt and pepper noise with density as 0.05, speckle noise with density as 0.04 respectively.
Fig. 11(e–h) represents the decrypted outputs of (a–d) respectively. From the results, it is evident
that even after including various noises to the encrypted images, the proposed decryption scheme
withstands to produce the decrypted image output at an acceptable level.

This method involves RC5, DGT and LSIC encryption schemes. The chaotic logistic map gener-
ates the key for RC5 encryption. The logistic map involves key size of 256 bits and has 16 iterations.
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Fig. 11. Attack analysis using noise. (a) Gaussian noise added to the encrypted image. (b) Salt
and pepper noise added to the encrypted image. (c) Poisson noise added to the encrypted image.
(d) Speckle noise added to the encrypted image. (e–h) Decrypted images of (a–d).

TABLE 9

Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm [12]–[17]

It is followed by diffusion operation which in turn depends on DNA addition and subtraction rules.
For performing DGT operation, a 2 × 2 matrix is chosen with 128 iterations. Finally, LSIC involves
two keys of 256-bit size and the round involved is 8. Thus the complexity of the proposed encryption
algorithm is 2256 × 16 × 28 × 4 × 104 × 128 × 2256 × 2256 × 8.

3.6 Performance Comparison With the Existing Literature

This section provides the comparison of the proposed algorithm with the available encryption
algorithms in the literature. The vertical, diagonal and horizontal correlation values, NPCR and
UACI values are tabulated in Table 9. From Table 9, the correlation values are comparably better
than the existing methods [14], [16], [17] and comparable with [13], [15]. NPCR and UACI show
better results than [13]–[17] and comparable with [12].

4. Conclusion
In this paper, spectrum sensing using energy detection method was utilized to identify the unused
free spectrum. Further, encryption scheme was utilized to provide robustness, validation and in-
tegrity of the encrypted biomedical data. For telemedicine applications in rural areas, these unused
spectrum were used to transmit and exchange the encrypted biomedical data between doctors, pa-
tients and hospitals. Metrics like correlation, NPCR, UACI, chi-square tests and key space analysis
were carried out to prove the strength and the robustness of the proposed encryption scheme.
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